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10.00am Registration and refreshments

10.05am Young people today: Caring non-Christians – ABBY DAY
Young people today are less likely to be Christian than previous generations. Why this is so has been debated widely: Are there changes in 
psychology? Society? Technology? Media?

Abby Day will discuss how these changes are generational and indicate an ethical shift towards caring for others and the planet, stressing values of 
equalities, diversities, sharing and sustainability.

11.00am Exploring inequalities in families’ experiences of lockdown in the UK – KATHERINE TWARMLEY
Drawing on qualitative longitudinal multimodal data from 38 families with children in the UK, Katherine will discuss the extra everyday labour which 
individuals experience in going about their daily lives during COVID-19.

She will highlight the gendered and classed differences in experiences of COVID labour, which help to explain the underlying reasons behind the 
disparities in COVID and mental health outcomes across different gender and socioeconomic groups.

The research contributes to a greater understanding of both everyday life ‘under lockdown’ for families with children, and the processes which 
contribute to unequal experiences of the pandemic. 

11.55am Morning break

12.15pm Decolonising Sociology in the classroom – DR. RIMA SAINI
Rima will discuss sociological approaches to teaching about race, racism and social justice from decolonial and critical race perspectives. She will 
provide case studies and examples from her own teaching and scholarship, specifically focusing on how to engage critically with data and methods 
in the sociological classroom and resources that can support this.

She will also discuss findings from her own mixed methods scholarship on race, class and exclusion amongst socially mobile ethnic minority groups.

1.00pm Lunch

2.00pm Policing UK drill music: Institutional Racism Reloaded?  – LAMBROS FATSIS
Lambros will discuss the policing and criminalisation of UK drill music as a case study of police racism.

His talk will demonstrate the various ways in which drill rappers are targeted by the police, prosecutors and judges in illegitimate and unjust ways, 
while also exploring some sociological concepts - like racial neoliberalism - that help us make sense of state-sanctioned racial(ised) criminalisation.

2.55pm Afternoon break

3.10pm Talking about Gender: Shifting Terrain – FRANCIS RAY WHITE
The ways we talk, think and know about gender are ever changing, but the increased awareness of trans and non-binary genders in recent years has 
brought new aspects of gender to the fore.

In this talk Francis will introduce some of this shifting terrain and its associated language and offer some illustrative examples. 

4.00pm Conference ends

The 2022 Sociology 
Update Conference

London
Friday, 11th November 2022
Workshop fee: £289 + VAT

Updating your subject expertise to help your students achieve success

In this unique one-day conference, five leading experts will share their latest research on issues affecting young people and the impact 
of recent generational shifts on their thinking and experiences. This in-depth event gives you the opportunity to learn, update your subject 
knowledge and become a student for the day, while the Chairperson, Laura Pountney, will help you incorporate the day’s discoveries into 
your teaching of A-level Sociology.

•   Listen to five experts in the field of Sociology discuss their latest research and how this can be used in, and inform, your teaching

•   Receive classroom resources and exam-based activities to help you to incorporate information from these talks into your teaching, 
coordinated by Laura Pountney

Questions covered:

HOW TO BOOK:
( 01295 222777
8 www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Sociology-Update-2022
7 events@hoddereducation.co.uk

+   Hodder Education, Blenheim Court,    
George Street, Banbury, Oxfordshire    
OX16 5BH

•   Why are young people today less likely to be Christian, but more 
likely to be ethically-minded? 

•   What does the policing of drill music tell us about the society young 
people are growing up in and the role played by the state? 

•   Why did lockdown impact families differently? 

•   How do your students really feel about gender, how is their 
understanding evolving over time, and what are the nuances of this 
much-discussed issue? 

•   What steps might be taken towards decolonising Sociology in the 
classroom?

Book before 
20th July and 
we’ll take £50 
off your place



LAURA POUNTNEY (Chairperson)
Laura has taught and examined Sociology for over 
20 years. She worked for a major examination body 
as a senior examiner for over 10 years and teaches at 
Colchester Sixth Form College. She has contributed 
to numerous Sociology A-level textbooks for different 
exam boards as well as revision textbooks, podcasts, 
and Sociology Review articles. Laura has been involved 
with specification reform and she enjoys running 
teacher training and revision workshops. 

LAMBROS FATSIS
Lambros is a Senior Lecturer in Criminology at the 
University of Brighton. His research focuses on 
police racism and the criminalisation of Black music 
subcultures, from the era of colonial slavery to the 
present day. His writing on the policing of UK drill music 
won the first-ever Blogger of the Year Award from the 
British Society of Criminology and an Outstanding 
Research & Enterprise Impact Award from the University 
of Brighton.

DR. RIMA SAINI
Dr. Rima Saini is a Lecturer in Sociology at Middlesex 
University London and co-leads the undergraduate 
programmes in the Department of Criminology and 
Sociology. She is also Co-Chair of the Middlesex 
Anti-Racism Network, Co-Director of the Social 
Policy Research Centre, and Trustee of the British 
Sociological Association. She is co-author of the 
Short Guide to Sociology (Policy Press, 2020) and has 
published on the issue of decolonisation in UK higher 
education in the Political Studies Review, Political 
Quarterly, Politics and the LSE Impact Blog.

ABBY DAY
Abby is Professor in Race, Faith and Culture in the 
Department of Sociology, at Goldsmiths, University of 
London. She specialises in religious change, gender 
and generations. Her most recent books are Sociology 
of Religion: Overview and Analysis of Contemporary 
Religion. Routledge, 2020; Diversity, Inclusion, and 
Decolonisation: Practical Tools for Improving Teaching, 
Research and Scholarship. Bristol University Press 
2022; Why Baby Boomers Turned from Religion: 
Shaping Belief and Belonging, 1945-2021. Oxford 
University Press, 2022.

KATHERINE TWAMLEY
Katherine is Associate Professor of Sociology 
and Programme Director for the BSc Sociology 
undergraduate degree at University College London. 
Her research focuses on love and intimacy, gender, 
and family, with a geographical focus on the UK and 
India. She currently leads an international consortium 
of 10 studies exploring family life during the COVID-19 
pandemic.  

FRANCIS RAY WHITE
Francis is a Senior Lecturer in Sociology at University 
of Westminster. Their research, writing and teaching 
is in the area of gender studies, particularly around 
questions of queer, trans and fat embodiment. Francis 
has a PhD in Sociology and an MA in Gender, Culture 
and Modernity from Goldsmiths College, University 
of London. Their doctoral thesis, ‘British Indie Music 
in the 1990s: Public Spheres, Media and Exclusion’, 
concerned the gendered construction of artists in the 
music press during the Britpop era. Francis previously 
taught at Goldsmiths and the LSE Gender Institute, and 
has been at Westminster since 2007. 

MEET OUR LINE-UP:

HOW TO BOOK:
( 01295 222777
8 www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Sociology-Update-2022
7 events@hoddereducation.co.uk
+   Freepost RTRJ-LXHT-AYKZ, Hodder Education,   

23 George Street, Banbury, OX16 5BH.

Once your booking has been made (subject to availability), a confirmation 
email will be sent to you. Our Terms and Conditions are available at www.
hoddereducation.co.uk. You will also receive an email containing a copy of 
our Terms and Conditions. Venue details are emailed approximately 2 weeks 
before the date of the event. A VAT invoice will be emailed to your centre’s 
finance department post-event.

THE 2022 SOCIOLOGY UPDATE CONFERENCE 
London: Friday, 11th November 2022 • Workshop fee: £289 + VAT • No of Places 

Delegate name(s):

Job title(s):

Email address*:

Establishment name:

Address:

Postcode:

Telephone: Date: 

Purchase order number:
Please specify any special dietary requirements
(e.g. vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free):

* We need your email address in order to send you information about your event. We 
would like to send you e-updates from Hodder Education Group, part of the Hachette UK 
group of publishing companies. We will not share your details with any other company. 
Please indicate you agree to this by ticking this box . For full details of our Data 
Protection policy, please visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk

FEES: The fee for this event covers all written materials, lunch and refreshments. Should 
delegates have any specific dietary requirements, please inform Customer Services on 
01295 222777. A cancellation charge of £289 + VAT will be incurred for any booking 
cancelled less than 2 weeks before the date of the event. The full fee is payable even if you 
do not attend. Full Terms and Conditions can be found at www.hoddereducation.co.uk


